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Why is data citation important?



In an evidence-based society …

Data have an increasing 
societal relevance.

More data, increased 
interoperability, increased 
integration of different sources

Data repositories are also 
expanding, offering long-term 
storage and access to archived 
data (i.e. PANGAEA, Dryad, 
Dataverse)

Dedicated data journals are 
appearing, which facilitate 
publishing of data (e.g. Earth 
System Science Data)

In post-normal science, high 
uncertainties are paired with 
high decision stakes (e.g., 
climate change, impacts of 
pollution, sustainability, …) 



Traceability, Sharing, Attribution, …

Getting credit is an important 
incentive for researchers and 
data providers

Fig. 1: There is a need for citation of data sources, not 
only for scientific papers. From John Wilbanks, Creative 
Commons, DataCite Annual Meeting 2011, Berkeley, 
August 25, 2011, see 
www.slideshare.net/wilbanks/datacite-wilbanks.

While citation rules are well 
developed for papers, very few 
rules exist for data citation.

Data citation is becoming highly 
relevant for traceability (IPCC)

Lack of data citation hampers 
data sharing

BUT:
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An on-going international discussion …

Recently: 
- Thomson Reuters: Data Citation Index for Discovery of Global Data Sets (June 2012)
- GEO Data Sharing Group focuses on data citation 
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Towards data citation …
Data citation is far more complicated than citation of scientific publications as 
additional factors must be considered (i.e. versions, etc.).

Ball, A. & Duke, M. (2012). ‘How to Cite Datasets and Link to Publications’. DCC 
How-to Guides. Edinburgh: Digital Curation Centre. Available online:
www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/how-guides.





Towards data citation …
Minimal set of parameters:



Towards data citation …

A. Technical
• Interoperability and Facilitation of Re-use
• Citation Formats
• Metadata
• Database Versioning
B. Scientific
• Different disciplines may have disparate needs for granularity;
• Differences among disciplines that need to be addressed distinctly?
C. Institutional
• What are the roles of the respective stakeholders?
• What are the implications for these stakeholders? 
• Does this vary by discipline?
D. Financial
• Lot of granularity can be cost-prohibitive. 
• Must be accessible and its costs affordable by all necessary user communities.

ICSU CODATA provides a comprehensive overview of issues to be considered in 
developing data citation rules:
www.codata.org/taskgroups/TGdatacitation.



Towards data citation …

E. Sustainability
F. Persistent Identifiers
• e.g., use of the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) System. 
• Use of DOI names for datasets is promoted by the not-for-profit DataCite consortium, 
which has registered over 600,000 datasets;
• However, significant differences between data and documents, that may make some 
aspects of the DOI system less attractive.
G. Legal Issues/Intellectual Property Rights
•Any registry system must accommodate emerging intellectual property rights 
mechanisms, e.g. Creative Commons and Science Commons licensing, as well as 
traditional copyright law.
H. Socio-cultural and Community Norms
•Develop a common basis and community of practice for recognizing and rewarding 
data work;
I.Other Issues will arise …

ICSU CODATA provides a comprehensive overview of issues to be considered in 
developing data citation rules:
www.codata.org/taskgroups/TGdatacitation.
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The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) …

… is an intergovernmental group;

- Initiated in 2003 by G8 in response to the World Summit on Sustainable Development, 

 Johannesburg 2002; 

- Has now more than 90 Member Counties;

- Has more than 60 Participating Organizations; … 



… addresses nine Societal Benefit Areas …



… implements GEOSS…



… and supports data citation …
GEOSS DATA CITATION GUIDELINES

The former GEO Work Plan Task ST-09-02 with support of the EGIDA Project has 
developed draft data citation guidelines.

This draft is based on guidelines developed by international groups.

This draft is under constant improvement as new aspects are addressed. 



… and supports data citation …
The GEO Plenary supports a testbed implementation of the draft GEOSS Data 
Citation Guidelines.

Implementation of a data citation 
guidelines: 

- Registration of the guidelines in the 
SIR;

- Best Practice in data citation in the 
BPW;

- Request for data citation on the GEO 
Portal and DAB;

- Provision of recommended citation.

Testbed will give experience with data citation and 
reveal issues currently not identified.
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